PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Seeder
First Products offers the Seeda-vator, which functions as an overseeder or primary seeder. It loosens and prepares a seed bed and features great seed to soil contact, according to the company. It includes an adjustable roller to gauge tine depth.
For more information, contact 800-363-8780, www.1stproducts.com or CIRCLE NO. 200

Area calculator
Forestry Suppliers offers the X Scape, an area calculator to instantly measure square footage. The calculator accurately measures greens, tee boxes and bunkers based on a three-component system that uses radio frequencies to measure straight angles from a perimeter to a fixed point, then calculates and maintains a summary total of the total area in feet or meters. You simply place the yellow 360-degree transponder onto its staff which is then positioned in the pin slot of a cup. Measurements are made by walking the perimeter with the X Scape calculator and gathering readings by aiming the hand unit toward the transponder.
For more information, contact 800-647-5368, www.forestry-suppliers.com or CIRCLE NO. 201

Sprayer
The JRCO 30-gallon Zero-Turn Sprayer is a tow-behind unit. Used with the company’s front-mount electric broadcast spreader, it can make a zero-turn mower into a complete application vehicle, according to the company. The sprayer has a 3.5-horsepower engine. The three-section breakaway boom has 5-, 8- and 11-footspray patterns.
For more information, contact 800-966-8442, www.jroinc.com or CIRCLE NO. 203

Humic acid
Growth Products offers 12 percent Humic Acid Plus Amino Acids, a high-quality, easy-to-use organic matter source. The product is derived from Leonardite, a rich and active source of humic acid.

The product is blended into a homogenous liquid, which also includes natural plant extracts, to provide additional organic carbon sources that enhance soil quality and plant growth, according to the company. The high concentration of active, soluble humic acid is an effective tool for correcting soil compaction and freeing up micronutrients that are bound in the soil.
For more information, contact 800-648-7626, www.growthproducts.com or CIRCLE NO. 202

Rolling system
Turfline offers its True-Surface Universal Design Vibratory Greens Rolling System, which features a single set of rollers that adapt to fit most triplex greens mowers in minutes. To fit a different mower, a superintendent must simply change the mounting hardware. Vibration rolling disperses dry sand from turf and saves reels and bed-knives, according to the company.
For more information, contact 800-443-8506, www.true-surface.com or CIRCLE NO. 204

GPS software
CTN Data Service offers Precision Course Management, a Global Positioning System mapping software package. The software gives superintendents the ability to GPS map their courses and track products (fertilizer, pesticides, etc.) applied to their courses. The software also features an equipment area for superintendents to track maintenance equipment and parts used in repairing the equipment.
Weather data can also be tracked and printed or stored for future reference.
For more information, contact 800-225-2848, www.ctndata.com or CIRCLE NO. 205